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Election draws
500 students·
BY KELLY MENSER

AND THE WINNERS ARE • • •

NEWS EDITOR

Despite extended voting
times, fewer than half the number of last year's voters turned
out for Student Government
Association elections Tuesday
and Wednesday.
Reportedly, 504 students
voted this year, compared with
nearly 1,250 voters in last
year's election.
Jeanie Morgan, SGA adviser,
attributed the decrease to the
lack of opposition candidates
for the four executive council
seats. She explained that last
year's heated races for the presidency and vice presidency
attracted several voters.
"You've got to have a big execSee
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Jud Cook/Photo Editor
• ~· ~~lofh<*W
~ Ml\etOrW poslllon next fall

Alpha Sisma Alpha sorority member Beth Blumenestock, senior from Marion, Ill., helps the
Hurray Women's Club paint signs at the City Park as part of Greek Week.

Soul»~ $GA OFACE

Pipe b~rsts under pressure, Presidential
candidate to
saturates El-izabeth Hall
visit TUesaay
BY ALLISON MILLIKAN

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Residents ofElizabeth Hall's
ninth floor awoke Tuesday
morning to the sound of rain or so they thought. Water
spewing from a busted 6-inch
water main gushed down the
hall and into several rooms
around 3:30 a.m.
Sara Wahl, sophomore from
Louisville, said the sound of
the water reminded her of
Niagara Falls.
She lost $200 worth of art
supplies along with a collection of ..irreplaceable" artwork
that was stored under her bed.
"' lost four or five pieces of
in-class work, but tbDee were
things that were especially
important for class, • she said.
"' can't replace them.•
Water trickled down the
northeast corner of the building and left water standing on
the lobby floor. By Tuesday
afternoon, no water was left
standing anywhere in the
building.
The majority of the damage
done to Elizabeth was to carpeting in students' rooms.
However, some computers,
televisions and telephones
were also damaged.
Paula Hulick, director of
Housing, said residence hall
contracts state that personal
belongings are not covered on
the University's insurance policy. Because of that, she urged
students whose personal
belongings were damaged to
check the coverage on their
parents' homeowners or
renters policies.
Charles Outland, assistant

•

Beverly Cook/Guest
Brian Tenclinger, area coordinator for the Housing Office, and
jake Wheat, sophomore from Louisville, sweep water out of the
Elizabeth Hall lobby early Tuesday morning after a ninth floor
pipe burst.

to the director of Facilities
Management, said over 10,000
gallons of water spewed from
the pipe for approximately 45
minutes. The line, which supplies water for the building's
fire hoses, is a separate line
from the building's main
water source.
He said the parts needed to

repair the line were on hand,
but it took nearly three hours
to repair the broken pipe,
which was installed nearly 30
years ago when Elizabeth was
built.
Immediately after the water
was turned off, residents
began sweeping water into the
stairwell, the only escape

route from the ninth floor.
Dr. James L. Booth, provost
and
acting
president,
approved the purchase of six
large dehumidifiers which
have been used to reduce the
moisture problem.
Throughout the rest of the
day Tuesday, University personnel used fans and wet-dry
vacuums to dry carpets.
Hulick said if the weather permits over the next few days,
carpets will be taken to
Stewart Stadium to dry.
Laundry
facilities
in
Elizabeth Hall will be offered
to students free of charge for
the next two weeks, Hulick
said.
Booth and Hulick praised
students and University personnel for their help in cleaning up.
"' cannot say enough about
the students,• Hulick said.
-ntey have been very understanding, very helpful and
have had good attitudes.
•They all pitched in and
that's really commendable."
Christine Gibson, sophomore from Newberry, S.C.,
said she heard the ceiling tile
fall to the ground just before
she heard the water .
One of Gibson's textbooks
received minor damage during
the "flood." somethi.ng which
concerns her.
Bobby McDowell, manager
of the University Store, said
the store will accept the watersoaked books during the end of
the semester buy-back.
"'f they're not too bad," he
said, "we'll go ahead and purchase them.

NEWS

COLLEGE LIFE

Wee disease...

Sing a song ...

Two cases of tuberculosis have
surfaced in children attending
Wee Care Child
Development Center.

Various student organizations
participated in the
annual All-Campus
Sing Wednesday.

6
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The fourth candidate in
Murray State University's FOR PRESIDENTIAL
search for a new president will CANDIDATE
be on campus Tuesday.
Mark S. Auburn, executive
Tuetetay, April10, 18fM
vice president of the University
of Akron, will meet with the <. 8:1$. 10:1$ a.m.
Board of Regents, faculty, staff, ·: MMt With
10:30 a.m. • ri<lon
students, alumni and commu·
.
T~ oarnpl.!t .
nity members at separate sessions scheduled throughout the .· 1:30 • 2:30 p.m.
day.
Melt-~
If scheduling can be
2l45 • ~:-45 p.m.
arranged, a fifth candidate will
~ wtltl faQMy
arrive on campus Wednesday,
4:00 • 5:00 p.m.
Sid Easley, chairman of the
Mett With Mlmhi and oommunlty
Board, said.
Auburn, 48, has been in his
current position since 1993.

*"

See

AUBURN/16

HEATHER 8EGL£Y/Staff

All-Campus Sing
results corrected
ish in the competition.
Instead, Alpha Omicron Pi
was mistakenly awarded first
The sun really did come out
place in the sorority division
"tomorrow" for members of
Wednesday.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority who
The error occurred when tabparticipated in All-Campus ulators calculated judges'
Sing Wednesday.
response sheets, said Heather
Although the "orphaned" sit- Byrd, student coordinator for
ters received applause from the All-Campus Sing. She said she
crowd at numerous points dur- became aware of the discrepaning their performance of songs
cy when several people were
from the musical Annie, the concerned that the results did
sorority had to wait until
not match their impressions
Thursday to receive official
recognition of its first-place finSee SING/16
BY KELLY MENSER

News EDITOR
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.MSU Orchestra to perform
I

1

The Murray State University Chamber Orchestra will perform
at 3:30 p.m . Sunday in Lovett Auditorium.
Conductor Dennie Johnson will lead the orchestra in prelude
to •carmen" by George Bizet; opera arias ~in Madchen Oder
Weibchen" from Mozart's "Magic Flute;" and "Bella Siccome un
Angelo" from Donizetti's "Don Pasquale." Also on the program is
Johann Sebastian Bach's -Brandenburg Concerto No. 5" and the
overture to Leonard Bernstein's musical "West Side Story."

Playhouse in the Park needs
volunteers
The Playhouse in the Park is seeking volunteers for a variety
of tasks. Volunteers may choose from an assortment of activities
· including: building sets, painting sets, auditioning for roles in
plays, box office and concession sales, make-up and hair artistry,
. general housekeeping, sound and light technical duties. No expe; rience is necessary. For more information call759-1752.

.FFA elects officers
New officen for the Murray State Collegiate FFA Chapter
were elected for the 1994-95 echool year. Officers are: president Greg Bowles, junior from Madisonville; vice-president - Tammie
Wiseman, sophomore from Metropolis, Dl.; secretary - Trent
Hurley, freshman from Charleston, Mo.; treasurer - Jenny
Keller, senior from Dexter, Mo.; reporter - Laura Winstead,
junior from Dixon; sentinel - Brian Clements, junior from
Morganfield; and parliamentarian - Larry Smith, freshman from
• Utica.

.Veteran Benefits Handbook
•• The latest edition of "Federal Benefits for Veterans and
Dependents,,. a publication con.sistently on the government's
, best-seller list, is currently available from the U.S. Government
Printing Office.
The 78-page handbook has been revised with the latest
changes in law for 1994. It describes federal benefits for veterans and dependents, such as medical care, education, disability
compensation, pension, life insurance, home loan guaranty, vocational rehabilitation and burial benefits. It also explains requiremente for eligibility and outlines claims procedures.
For copies, request GPO stock number 051..()()()..()()202-4 from
the Superintendent of Documents, P .O. Box 371954, Pittaburgh,
PA 15220-7954, and enclose a check for $2.50 per copy or provide your VISA or Master Card number and expiration date.

Niaht After Nationals

PerlOrmances by the MSU Forensics Union will be at 7 p.m.
Monday in Room 310B of Wilson Hall.
The performance is presented by the MSU Forenaica Union
and the department of speech communication and theater.

BOARD

Honor Society
The .~ta chapter of Lambda Alpha, the national collegiate
honors society for anthropology students, has been established

at Murray State University.
Dr. Kenneth C. Carstens, professor of anthropology and director of the Murray State anthropology program, is serving as faculty adviser for the group.
In order to join the new chapter, students must have taken at
least nine hours of anthropology classes, have a cumulative
GPA of at least S.O, a minimum 3.0 GPA in anthropology and
have attained sophomore status.
An induction ceremony for the chapter's charter members will
be held later this month.
The national office of Lambda Alpha, headquartered at Ball
State University, offers scholarships, publishes student papers
and provides a means through which the academic achievements of students can be recognized.

Naturalization Service
meeting
The Immigration and Naturalization Service will meet with

Kentucky ecb.ool officials on April28 at Elizabethtown
Community College to diacusa ialuee deaHng with international

students.
The meeting will be held in room 112 of the Elizabethtown
Community College Administration Building at 11 a.m. Call
7SS.S253 for more information.

KIM Du~.,.

The Murray State University ROTC has echeduled a canoe
trip for April23 to 24 on the Buffalo River in Tennessee.
Thirty-five freshman and sophomore cadets will participate in
the two-day trip which will begin in Flat Woods, Tenn., and end
in Lobelville, Tenn.
During their training, the cadets will be shown the basics of
how to ride a canoe and get back in a canoe in deep water.
The canoe trip will be led by ROTC supply technician Joe B.

LaWJ:enoe.
The cadets will cover about 22 miles a day, stoping midway
Saturday night, in Linden, Tenn.

New Study in Australia Guide
The first comprehensive resource on all levels of post-sec-

jENNIF

1-800-~2575.

MU::NEWS
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3303

Saturday, April 16
• Slmmental Sale • Simmental (European breed of cattle) sale at
West Kentucky Expo Center. For information call 762-6930.
• Greek Step Show - Step show in Racer Arena at 2:30p.m.
Admission is $5, students with valid MSU J.D.; $6, general public.
Call 762-6833 for information.
• Conference - West Kentucky Conference on Communication
Disorders from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Special Education Building
auditorium.
• Autographs - Autograph session with Dallas Cowboy Kevin Smith
from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Stables.
• Play - Playhouse in the Park West Kentucky Playwrights Festival
at 2 p.m. in the Murray City Park.
• Recital · Jon M. Murray, euphonium, wit present a senior recital
at 3 p.m. in the Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
• Orchestra Concert - MSU Orchestra will present a concert at
3:30p.m. in Lovett Auditorium . Admission is$2 for students.
• Annual Student Art Show - Juried exhibition in Eagle Gallery of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Exhibit runs through May 12 with
a reception on April 22 at 7 p.m. in the gallery .
• Symphonic Band Concert - Murray State University Symphonic
Band will present a concert at 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Admission iE $2 for students and $5 for the general public.
• Dance team tryouts - Anyone interested in finding out about
Racer Dance Team tryouts should attend a meeting at 3 p.m. in the
Racer Room at Stewart Stadium. Call 762-6812 for information.

Tuesday, April 19
•• Movie - Car/ito 's Way will be shown at 8 p.m. and again
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater. Admission is
$1 .50 with MSU I.D. Call 762-6951 for information.
• Recital - Gabrielle Gayheart, piano, wil present a senior recital at
8 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall.
• Deadline - Track meet entry deadline in Campus Recreation.
• VIdeo conference - Interactive video conference for nurses and
public health care workers will be held from 9 a.m to 4:30 p.m. in
the Barkley Room of the Curris Center.

Thursday, April 21
• Chamber Singers Concert - Murray State University Chamber
Singers will present a concert at 8 p.m. in the Farell Recital Hall.
The confcert is free and open to the public.
• Miettng - A.A,JN.A. "University Group" Alcohol and NarCotics
Abuse Support Organization meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in
• the Curris Center Mississippi Room.

III

would like to thank
our past officers on doing
such a wonderful job!
Diana McGregor
President

Pick yours up at Wilson Hall,
Room 121
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
April15- 30

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

• Field day • High school Future Farmers of America competition
beginning at 10 a.m. in West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Play - Arsenic and Old Lace at 8 p.m. ilday and tomorrow in the
Robert E. :Johnson Theatre. Free to students with MSU I.D.

Wednesday, April 20

ondary study in Australia will be published this month by the
Australian Education Office for North America. The completion
of Study in Australia is a landmark for the AEO, a non-profit
organization created less than two years ago to fill the information gap on study opportunities in Australia and to facilitate the
creation of exchange programs.
Study in Australia will be available at most college and university study abroad offices in April or can be ordered by calling

~ · fjfl
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F;lday, April 15

Monday, April 18

ROTC canoe trip

Yearbooks
Are In!

B
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Sunday, April 17
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Committee to
advise advisers
BY

Suzrm GuESs

REPORT£R

An academic advising committee has been formed at
Murray State University.
The 10-member committee,
appointed by James L . Booth,
provost and acting president,
met for the first time in
December.
David Earnest, director for
the Center of Academic
Advising, said the committee
was formed partly because of
attempts by various task forces
in the last 10 years to evaluate
the system of advising at MSU.
'This was also in response to
students'
exit
surveys,"

TV-II extends minds,
quality programming

Earnest said. "The majority
were satisfied, but some indi·cated they would have liked
more career advising from their
major departments."
Earnest said the committee,
which meets once a week, is
currently gathering information and exploring ways to
improve advising in such areas
as freshman orientation.
Committee members include
one representative from each of
the following: academic colBecky Youngwerth/Staff
leges, Registrar's Office, Center
of
Academic
Advising, Encountering a scheduling 'problem Monday, Viola Puscharer,
Counseling and Testing Center right, lrreJUiar student from Paducah, seeks advice from regisand Student Government tration workers Barbra Thompson, seated, and Lori Dial. A new
Association.
committee may help solve future problems before registration.

BY ANGIE KINSEY
REPORTER

For the time being, when you watch MSU TV-11, you had
better watch out - you just might learn something.
In mid-March, MSU TV-11 began airing programming
titled Mind Extension University. It is the only 24-hour cable
television network devoted solely to education and available
to cable systems and educational institutions through satellite from Denver.
Bob Lochte, director ofMSU TV-11, said the programming
was chosen for its high quality and educational value.
In the daytime, instructional programs consisting mostly
of foreign language courses for high school students are
aired. Foreign language and computer literacy programs, as
well as other shows, are aired at night.
However, you can still catch calendar events on TV-11 during student-run radio broadcasts.
Contract negotiations are being conducted by TV-11 and
the network to determine the length of programming.

Wet/ dry issue could appear on Calloway County ballot any time ·
•

printing
the
issue on the ballot.
With the onslaught of campaign
"The wet/dry
materials comes an avalanche of
vote can only
issues.
come up every
The «wet/dry" vote is one such issue.
three
years,•
F'or Calloway County to go "wet" and
said Marianna
allow the sale of alcohol in the county
Stubblefield,
limits, a ms,jority vote of the citizens
would have to occur. However, calling deputy county clerk. -r.he last vote
a vote is more complicated than just was in 1989, eo we could see another
BY SHANNON BARNHILL

REPORTER

petition for an election any time now."
Kentucky Revised Statutes details
every step of an alcoholic beverage
local option election.
According to KRS 242, before the
wetJdry issue can appear on the ballot,
a petition must be prepared and
signed by at least 25 percent of the
registered voters who voted in the last
election. The petition must then be
filed with the county clerk.

Congratulations

"Usually there ate committees that the sheriff must be given a certified
form to handle each side," Stubblefield copy of the order. The sheriff then
said. •one person probably couldn't advertises the election.
organize the whole thing.•
For a wet/dry vote, voters may only
The election must be held between be given the options 'yes' or 'no.' No
60 and 90 days from the petition's fil- exceptions or amendments may be
ing. The election may not be held on made at the initial election.
the same day as a general county elecNo more than 20 days prior to the
tion, according to KRS 242.
election, parties who favor or oppose
Within five working days after an the issue may file to be recognized as
election is ordered by the county clerk, the official committee for either side.

lAKE THE KEYS

to the brothers of

CAll ACAB .
lAKE ASTANO..

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
on another successful

Paul Bunyan Day!

~

Love, the ~isters of
~~---......--·---1.· Alpha Ormcron Pi

r

~RI[NO~ DDN'l

ltl

~RI[NO~ ORIV[ DRUNK

·You may even get paid for
f eadi fig it .
After all, this book from

MasterCard· offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
'job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.

It's more than a credit card. It's smart

money~-
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LEITERS

Organizations fight
•
cr1me
on campus

Woods resident
comments on
housing policy

Increasingly frequent crime is a sad fact of
modem day life. We at Murray State University
are not immune. In recent weeks, Murray State
students have been arrested and charged with
serious crimes on campus ranging from sodomy
and rape to armed robbery.
Thankfully Murray State has an efficient and
effective police force which has conducted these
investigations and made these arrests with professionalism and competence.
Many students do not realize that Public
Safety is an authorized police force, empowered by
the state with the same law enforcement authority as the Murray Police Department.
They are charged with protecting the welfare
and property of all members of the campus community, and we think they are doing an excellent
job.
In addition, SGA plane to implement a program to offer rewards for anonymous information
assisting Public Safety in its investigations.
With SGA and Public Safety working together,
the Murray State campus will be a safer place to
work, study and live.
We encourage everyone to cooperate.

Editor:
A copy of this letter was sent
to Paula Hulick at the Housing
Offioe with a list of signatures
of those who agreed with the
statanents in it.

•••

Students respond
to popular programs
Two recent campus events have enjoyed
unprecedented student response. Both the visit by
Holocaust survivor Irene Opdike, sponsored primarily by the Residence Hall Association, and the
UCB/SGA virtual reality presentation played to
packed houses.
We commend all those responsible for bringing
these popular and educational attractions to campus. These programs show that student apathy
can be overcome by interest and enthusiasm.

News seeks opinions
on voter apathy ·
About 500 of Murray State's 8,000-plus students voted in the SGA elections this week. We
are at a loss to explain why students, who are so
prone to complain when their wishes are not met,
are so apathetic when it comes time to do something about it.
You read our opinion in this space last week;
now, we would like to hear yours.
Write to us here at The Murray State N ews
with your answer to the question:
Why don't Murray State students take a more
active role in Student Government elections?

111 Wilson Ball
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Ken tucky 420'71·3301
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In
My

Opinion

GOLD
Viewpoint
Editor

Aged headbanger dives the mosh pit
I had a chance the
other day to revisit
briefly a part of my lost
youth. I went to the
Trippin Lizard concert
outside Elizabeth Hall.
It was loud.
In a misguided effort to
take some photos that
might firid their way .into
the paper, I made one
quick foray into the area
just in front of the stage
now known as the "mosh
pit."

It was louder.
A week later, I still
have this annoying little
whistling, whiny sound in
my left ear.
~gs
sure have
changed since the days
when we all sat around
on blankets, listening to
The Grass Roots and saying things like, •Groovy,
man. Like, far ~t."
Then again, once I got
far enough away, I realized Trippin Lizard didn't

sound half bad.
That tinny, rattling
sound I thought was a
mechanical problem in
their speakers turned out
to be little pieces of my
eardrums
flapping
together, brittle with age.
Maybe things haven't
changed so much after
all. We didn't mosh or
headbang then, but we
did play Steppenwolf on
the eight-track
Played it loud too.

Dear Ms. Hulick:
I feel it necessary to inform
you of the general opinion of
many Woods Hall residents,
including myself. Any representation is purely my own,
and DO one else has authorized
me to speak for them.
We realize that the decision
is politically and economically
motivated, but we feel the situation was handled poorly.
We have had threats of closure looming over our heads for
at least 88 long as the three
years I have lived here.
We have eeen how you have
consolidated wings, denied privates, and in some cases even
denied residence here, all in
order to say occupancy is down
so you can close us.
Your slogan this spring has
been 'We want you to live with
usl" However, over here, it
sounds more like "We want you
to live with us, unless you live
in Woods."
In the future, I would advise
that you try to remember that
the student body is responsible
for the success of the Housing
Office, and that in order to
raise occupancy, what is need·
ed is responsibility toward the
desires of the students.
Economy apartments may
temporarily raise occupancy
levels, but when the students
.reelile that the same policies
apply, they will just move\ out
again.
Think about it.
•
Sincerely,
Ash Duncan,
Woods resident

Grad student ponders meaning,
purpose of college education
Like many others, I am a student here.
Not only that, I am a graduate student.
This means I already have one degree, and
I was masochistic enough to try for another one.
While doing this, I have probably
annoyed a lot of folks by zipping around
campus on a beat-up old mountain bike I
managed to con out of a friend.
I was on this bike,
In
negotiating a deal with
one of the local soda
My
machines, when The
O pinio n
Incident occurred.
I noticed the car
parked next to me, mostly because I like cars. It
was the sort of pretentious rig usually associated with the rich, vain
and tasteless. What
. caught my eye was the
gold license plate, which
TANNER
bad something to do with
Guest
an Order called the
Columnist
Kentucky Colonels (some
sort oflodge brotherhood, I suppose). I filed
it as a minor curiosity and went back to
retrieving my drink.
A passenger in the front of the car was
bellowing across the parking lot at someone he knew - someone named "Goofy.•
He was loud and obnoxious. He was insulting, in a juvenile sort of way. And I took
more than a fey.r seconds to realize that he
was screaming at me.
I have put up with a lot of put-downs in
my time, so I was sort of used to this sort
of thing. I've worn several nicknames, the
most flattering of which was "The Hobbit."
But I couldn't remember ever being known
as Goofy.
Sure, I'm no Mikhail Baryshnikov, but I
was reasonably well-dressed that dayfor me, anyway. As far 88 looks go, it was
about the best I could do.
"Are you talking to me?" I managed, the
soul of incredulity.
"Yeah, I'm talking to you, Goofy,• he shot
back. "Are you going to ride your little
bikey today?"

He sounded just like every other stupid
bully I'd ever known, and I've known my
share.
They don't teach you how to deal with
situations like this in journ.aliam school. In
retrospect, I guess I could have taken a
page from Hunter S. Thompson's book.
Thompson was the inspiration for Garry
Trudeau's character "Uncle Duke" in
Doonesbury, and his solution would have
involved a large handgun and a lot of little
holes in the car.
Unfortunately, I'd left my .44 Magnum
in my other book bag. (I only use it for
Tuesday-Thursday classes that run long.)
Time for Plan B.
I would have to rely on my wits for this
one. After all, I had trained them for just
such an occasion. I'd watched every standup comic I could find. I'd studied Marx and
Lennon, two of the quickest come-back
artists ever to grace the planet. I'd learned
chess, which teaches that the best defense
is to attack. And most importantly, I'd
spent the last five years honing my mental
faculties by earning a bachelor's degree
and starting work on a master's. I could
handle one 30-year-old third-grade bully.
My devastating response? An obscenity
as common as it was vulgar. No crushing
witticism. No verbal retort. Just a simple,
unimaginative profanity. Anybody could
have done it, and it would have sounded
just as lame and reflexive from them as it
did from me.
The bully laughed, and I rode away. For
his last jeering bellow of "Goodbye, Goofy,"
I reached again into my disciplined, educated brain and came up with an upraised
fist, middle finger extended.
Later, I started to wonder: What good is
an education against people like that? How
can words and ideas learned within the
shelter of collegiate life defend you against
someone whose mere description seems to
call for profanity.
For all the art and science I'd been
exposed to throughout my college career,
far all the logic and rhetoric skills I'd
learned, I was still no better off in confronting an oaf like that than when I was

in high school. And that made me wonder:
What does college really teach you?
It's got to be more than a collection of
facts and philosophies, names and dates,
or theorems and formulas. Something that
is this difficult has got to make you a better person," not just make it easier to get,a
better job. It should help prepare you for
life, not just the work force. It should make
understanding the real world easier, not
harder.
All that college can really give you is a
certain way of thinking, a means of processing information. Maybe in five or 10
years, .m ost of us will have forgotten what
British king won the Battle of Agincourt,
but the process we use to get that information will still be there.
We will all leave Murray State
University with the ability to learn. It
sounds like a simple skill, but it isn't. Most
of the jobs to which we aspire will require
us to "stay current," and that means knowing how to find information easily and
assimilate it quickly.
In addition to autonomous learning, college also gives us a pretty fair jump at
analysis and problem solving. Right now,
we practice analyzing and solving problems in our class work. Later, we will use
these skills every day, in ways we can't
even imagine now.
These two abilities make up higher education. The rest is just a wider perception
of reality.
A college degree is both a mental tool kit
and a window to the world. It is not a
magic carpet to a better life, nor is it the
key to understanding the mysteries of the
universe. It will not give you the sudden
ability to free the world of the cruel and the
brutal.
A certain carpenter from Nazareth once
said that the poor would always be with us.
fm pretty sure that viciousness and scorn
will hang in there about as long.
And no amount of wishing, or education,
will make it otherwise.
Glenn Tanner is an MSU graduate swdent with a

bachelor's degree in communications from UT-Martin.
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Faculty titles: Not that confusing
Have you ever wondered
what all those titles mean in
front of your professors' names?
Well, they are actually not as
complicated as they may seem.
First, there are three categories
of faculty at Murray State
University.
The fi:st is administrative
faculty. This consists of faculty
members that hold academic
rank such as department
chairs, deans, assistant deans,
the vice president, president
and provost.
The second category is regular faculty. Regular faculty are
those who have full-time teaching duties or equivalent duties
such as research or counseling.
The third category of Murray
State faculty is ranked faculty.
This is the category most of our
professors and instructors fall
under. They are professors,
assistant professors, associate

professors and instructors.
Why so many titles? Each of
these different titles hold different responsibilities within
each department and have different prerequisites.
•

Grad Assistants
Graduate assistants must
have a bachelor's degree and at
least 18 graduate hours completed in the discipline he or
she is teaching.

Instructors
Instructors are simply teachers who have a master's degree
in the subject they are teaching.

Lecturers
Lecturers are faculty mem-

hers that have an appointment
of half-time or greater. This
means they have a teaching
load of six hours or more.
Lecturers may have other
duties in addition to teaching
such as advising. Lecturers are
required to have more experience than an instructor.
There are also senior lecturers. These individuals must
have distinguished teaching
service at Murray State for at
least five years.
Visiting
lecturers
and
instructors are those who have
an appointment at Murray
State for a limited amount of
time with no intent of on-going
employment at this university.

' The first is the assistant professor. This individual has a
doctorate or the highest level of
achievement in his or her field.
The highest level of achievement is called a terminal
degree. Terminal degrees are
usually doctorates but can be
masters or other comparable
degrees.
There are also associate professors. Associate professors
have obtained a doctorate or
the terminal degree in their
field. They are different from
assistant professors in that
they have acquired at least five
years of successful, recognized
teaching or professional experience in their field.
The third type of professor is
Professors
simply the professor. A professor must have a doctorate or
terminal degree in his or her
There are four types of pro- field as well as completed at
fessors at Murray State.
least 10 years of outstanding

teaching or professional experience with recognition beyond
Murray State.

I

within their respectiv;e colleges.

Chairmen

The last type of professor is
the professor emeritus. This
Chairmen interpret adminisindividual can be an assistant,
associate or professor who has trative policies and decisions
limited or terminated his or her for the faculty. They also keep
responsibilities as a ranked fac- the administration aware of
ulty member for valid reasons needs within each department.
after 10 or more years of service
at Murray State.
Faculty duties

Deans
Deans are responsible for the
development of the colleges in
which they represent. This
includes the responsibilities for
recruitment of faculty, evaluation and retention of faculty,
academic advising and curriculum development. Deana must
also deal with administrative
and financial management

Aside from the described
responsibilities of the faculty
that make up Murray State,
members are also required to
continue their academic scholarship by keeping informed of
developments within their
field.
The faculty should also have
personal concern for their students by participating in academic advising.

Doctorate not vital for good teaching

FULL-TIME FACULTY
Comparison of full·time faculty by rank for 1992 - 1993:
21
17

than on the bachelor's level," he
Though a doctorate, or termiAVERAGE FACULTY SALARIES
nal degree of equal caliber, is
said.
not necessary to teach on the
Misty Rehkop, junior from
Comparison of the average salaries of MSU faculty: • Mate
03
college level, the faculty at
Gilbertsville, is getting her first
[]Female
Murray State University have
taste of teaching as a teacher's
$50,000
different conceptions of what
assistant for an anatomy lab.
Visiting Lecturer
kind of qualificatioll.l it takes to
$40,000
Rehkop said she is has not
• Instructor
be a college teacher.
made up her mind if she will
$30,000
I.i11ian Daughaday, assistant
~ Assistant Professor
pursue teaching in the future.
f
professor of sociology, anthro[ ] Associate Professor
'Tm keeping an open mind,"\
$20,000
pology and social work, said
she
said.
that credentials alone do not
• Professor
$10,000
Rebkop said she feels she
always make someone a good
cannot
teach as well as a
NOLAN 8. PATION I Graphics Designer teacher.
0
Visiting
Instructor Assistant Associate Professor teacher with a degree because
Daughaday said abe pursued
Lecturer
Professor Professor
she does not have the experia doctorate in her field because
Source: MSU FACT BOOK
ence in her area.
it fulfilled a personal sense of
NOLAN B. PATTON I Graphics Designer
satisfaction and recognition for
"It's my first semester teachherself.
teach purely because she enjoys
Barry Brown, visiting lectur- ing and I don't have the experier: of econoniica and finance, ence teacher have," she said.
"I taught with a masters for a it.
while and realized that if I
William Lalicker, assistant said he pursued a doctorate in
Rehk.op said she feels collegewanted to keep teaching I need- professor of English, said a ter- his field for about a year and level teachers really do not
ed a Ph.D.," she said.
minal degree is not necessary decided it was not for him.
need Ph.D.s.
Brown, who has a masters in
Lynn Shelby is a visiting lec- to be a good teacher.
"I don't think it's all that nee!
students.
turer of geosciences. Shelby
"It is necessary, though. to science and economics, said he essary because they can teach a
"A person can have knowl- said she is presently pursuing a have freedom and the power to participated in teaching assislot of things that they learned
edge but not be enthustlurtic Ph.D.
have an influence on the uni- tanceahips while going to from experience rather than in
about teaching,"Cartwright
"A Ph.D. shows you main- versity as a whole," Lalicker school for his masters.
the pursuit of a Ph.D.," she
said.
bas to have enthusi- tained interest in your field and said.
"I like teaching," Brown said. said.
asm and a love to communicate are still doing research,"
Lalicker said he was not ini- "I was in banking for 15 years
She said lab assistants can
his knowledge with others."
Shelby said.
tially going to school to become and still taught on the side."
relate
with students because of
Cartwright said a teacher
Brown said that college-level the lack of an age difference.
She said, however, that there a professor.
has to strike a stance or a posi"I was thinking of becoming a teachers should at least have a
tion with students in which he are excellent teachers who do
•1 can relate well with stunot have Ph.D.s. Therefore, you lawyer, but I had some profes- masters degree.
or she becomes an explorer
dents
because I am one," she
cannot just look at the degree sors that were so interesting
~ou get courses at the postwith the student.
said.
"I
can also remember
when looking at the quality of a and the work they did was so graduate level that require
"You need to draw students
things
that
helped to me when
exciting that I could not think more understanding and the
to think with you so they feel teacher.
Shelby said she chose to of doing anything else," he said. subjects are more in-depth I was taking the class."
their views count for something
,"he said. ~ou need to have a
responsiveness to students."
He said availability is critical
to effective teacb.ing as well. A
teacher must have the accessibility to deal with students
individually.
Cartwright said experience
in a field is important , but at
the university level, there
should be
blending of both
pratical experience and theo·
retical experience.
Though teacher certification
is not required at the college
level, Cartwright said he feels
there should be more exploration of teaching issues at the
graduate level.
"The certification process is
not necessary, but more attention to teaching should be given
Melanie Adams
Becky Doutt
in graduate school," he said.
H.L. Hussman
At Murray State University,
Sophomore
Freshman
junior
the qualities Cartwright said
he looks for in faculty, in addi"Professors seem more confition to the mentioned qualities,
dent of what they are doing.
are such things as good work
•1 learn more with professors.
They have more experience
"I
feel
more
comfortable
with
habits, an ability to get along
They kmw the material betand
teacher's
assistants
tend
lab
assistants
because
they
with students and faculty and
ter, therefore they can teach
to
either
not
take
it
seriously
can
relate
better.
I
make
betteaching experience.
it better."
or
take
it
too
seriously."
ter
grades
with
them."
"We rarely hire faculty with
no teaching experience," he

0

I

Source: MSU FACT BOOK

Love of teaching,
students needed
to be effective
So what kind of qualities
does a person teaching on a college level need to be effective?
Janice Weaver, dean of education, said a college teacher
should have a Ph.D., be him or
herself, strive to be a continuous learner and keep current in
his or her field.
Another important quality a
good teacher must have is a
real love for teaching.
"They should truly enjoy
interacting with students and
colleagues," Weaver said.
Weaver said a college-level

teacher should be able to reflect
on the effectiveness of di.f!erent
teaching
strategies.
The
!,.eacher should be able to try
Gifferent types of teaching
methods and find the one that
we~rks for him or her. He or she
should also be able to tell when
a teaching strategy is not working md needs to be changed.
Wf:aver said apart from the
fact ~hat accreditation standards require college-level
teacher to have a doctorate,
without it a teacher cannot
progrem through promotion at
the uni~ersity.
She said she also feels experience in the field is important.
"It is a philosophic thing, but
it really is a requirement," she
said.
Joseph Cartwright, dean of
the College of Humanistic
Studies, said, in semblance to
Weaver, there are two very
important qualities that are
foremost in teaching at the college level.
He said these are a thoroughgoing knowledge of the subject
as well as a genninw..... tea-,;. :ilaid.

"'ne

OJ.I,EGE VIEWS

Do you feel more comfortable being taught by professors
or teachers who do not have Ph.D.s?

a
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TB hits wee ones; wo.r kers worry not
BY ANGELA SCHADE
STAFF WRIITR

Wee Care Child Development
Center has reported two active cases
of tuberculosis since the end of
November.
Tuberculosis is transmitted through
bacteria released when coughing and
sneezing. The bacteria is breathed
into the lungs and then multiply to
form an infection on an area.
Gale Cornelison, owner and director

of the center located on South 15th
Street, said when the center's fll'St
case of TB appeared, all children
attending had to get a TB skin test.
Cornelison said the second case
appeared in March after there was a
follow-up skin test.
Six children tested positive for the
virus, but did not have active TB, she
said.
"All children are on preventive medication to keep them from getting the
active disease," Cornelison said.

Adults have a mature immune system and tend to fight off the virus
more easily than children do,
Cornelison said.
The two active cases have been
treated and are no longer contagious,
she said.
Cornelison said they do not really
know if it was spread by a child or an
adult passing through.
•tt is scary because we do not know
where it was exposed from," she said.
-we cannot be 100 percent sure. !wish

people's germs were color-ooded 80 we
would know where the exposure is
coming from."
Cornelison said anyone who has
been at Wee Care for an extended
period of time needs to go to the health
department to be checked for TB. This
may help find the source of how the
diaease is being spread, she said.
Ann Marie Smedley, senior from
Owensboro, said she tested negative
for TB even though she volunteers at
the day care center as part of a social

work class.
"I honestly was not worried about
going back there," she said. '1 did not
have any concerns."
Jennifer Riley, senior from Benton,
said she was not scared to go back to
the center after finding out about the
TB cases.

-r was absolutely not scared to go
back to the day care center," Riley
said. "(The staft) dealt with the matter
wonderfully.•

Federal, Untversity policies
address sexual harassment

WHO KERAS?

Bv ' PENNY RIDENOUR
REPORTER

Melissa famunv'Staff
Kelly McGregor, junior from Paducah, was one of several University and community visitors to explore the. KERA bus that stopped by campus Monday.

Sexual harassment has become a
buzzword ofthe '90s. In a recent poll,
42 percent of women report they
have been sexually harassed.
Federal sexual harassment law ia
a cuJm;nation of lower court decisions, U.S. Supreme Court precedents, the sex discrimination portion
if the 1964 Civil Rights Act and
other related legislation. Also, the
Office for Equal Opportunity holds
companies responsible for acta of
sexual harassment by supervisors.
Sexual harassment is divided into
two categories. The first refers to
when submission to unwelcome sexual advances, propositions and other
conduct is made an overt or implied

Congratulations

condition
of
employment or
promotion. This
form of sexual
harassment
involves actual
economic loss.
Sexual
·
The second
Harrassment
form of sexual
harassment consists of sexual conduct that 80 pervades the workplace,
the work environment becomes hostile or offensive.
Because awareness of the issue
has heightened, a special committee
outlined a policy pertaining to sexual harassment at Murray State
University.
The policy states MSU should be

H

an"env.Uonment~eofhnplicitand

explicit coercive sexual behavior
used to ... affect the well-being of any
member~ our community."
Murray State's definition of sexual
harassment is more extenaive than
the provisions of federallaw,•as the
University also prohibits "offensive
behavior which inappropriately
asserts sexuality."
Also, •A purely voluntary, personal or social relationship without diJt.
criminatory affect does not constj.
tute sexual harassment."
Bridget Miller, a senior from
Nortonville, said the issue of sexual
harassment is a controversial
because sometimes people are falsely accused.
"I don't like the system," she said,
"but it is the best we have."

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Melissa Hall

Auto

fl'~

The sisters of Theta Chi Delta
would like to thank

Life
Home~ Health
B&l&ineu
Annuitiea

on being elected to the office
of ASA housing manager.
Love,
Your Sisters

Chris Hayden-Director

A lradUioa ill .,.,._
.U.C. lHI

and

Becky Waters-Accompfanlst
for all thefr hefp with an-campus sfngl

Student Government
UniverSity Center Board
Applications due Monday, by Noon, April25
Interviews to be held Tuesday, April 26
$1.50 for students with MSU 10
Tuesday 7:30 p.m. • Wednesday 7:30 and 9 p.m.
~
Curris Center Theater

Senate Chair Positions
University Affairs
Election Ways and Means
Judicial Board Ch~irman
Student Services Evaluation Chair
Publications and Literature (6 months only)
Interviews April 27
Applications due by Noon, April 26

You're in Luck!
There are two
Burgers of the Month in April:

The Bacon Ranch McChicken
and

The Bacon Ranch Quarter Pounder
...

... And don't forget our everyday value meals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Double Quarter Pounder w/cheese Meal
Quarter Pounder w/cheese Meal
McGrtlled Chicken Meal
Two Cheeseburgers
McChicken Meal
Big Mac Meal

Breakfast Buffet: 7-11 a.m.
Saturday • Sunday

Six positions available
Interviews April 27
Applications due by Noon, April 26

•
107 N. 12th St.

Judicial Board
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Greek alcohol policy proposed
BY KELLY MENSER
~r

NEWs EctTOR

Interfraternity and Panhellenic Council representatives
sought input from Greeks at a
forum Tuesday before the councils vote on an alcohol policy
next week.
Student panelists Shannon
Barnhill, Mark Miller and
l{elly Eastwood updated the 14
Greeks in attendance on the
status of the proposal since last
semester's initial forum. The
meeting was held at 9 p.m. in
the Freed Curd Auditorium.
The wording of the proposal
. has been changed so that alcohol would be regulated only at
mixers. Originally, the document ;implied all-Greek gatherings would be included as well.
'JO
The proposed policy forbids
xa., Greek organizations from provid.ing or selling alcohol at mix1'1 ers; mixers would become
m strictly BYOB.
u f. The proposal suggests that
" each group represented at a
X ~ mixer assign two monitors one to check IDs and one to
.'fL

supervise the check-in and
check-out of alcoholic beverages. Barnhill said this would
ensure that those who bring
alcoholic beverages drink only
what they register.
The monitor replaces the policy's original requirement of a
professional bartender, but
should not run a risk of legal
liability.
"We're just trying to make
sure that no student can be
seen as actually distributing
alcohol," Bamhill said.
If the policy is passed by IFC
and Panhellenic, fraternities
and sororities would also be
encouraged to set ending times
for mixers. Drinking should
cease at least 30 minutes before
the mixer's end.
Miller said the proposal is an
attempt to comply with Greek
national
standards
and
Kentucky law.
Also, "You're putting the
penalties on the individual and
you're putting the liability on
the individual, as opposed to
the chapter,• Barnhill said

Co-op newsletter
~ffers career tips
BY MAGGI£ CARTER
STAFF WRITER

Mark Miller, president of Interfraternity Council, fields a question
from the audience at Tuesday's final forum on the Greek alcohol
policy. Shannon Barnhill, center, and Kelly Eastwood represented
Panhellenic Council at the forum.

For those students looking for resu.m~ tips, senior seminar
sclledules and job interviews, the Office of Cooperative
Education and Pla~ent has developed a neweletter.
Lisa Ragsdale, c8reer services specialist ~r co-op and
placement and creator of the newsletter, said the one~eet
newsletter is for students needing help in career preparation. She said the front contains tips on prOducing a resume
and cover letter, and the back will have a calendar of senior
seminan, resume workshops and interviews.
She Said the newsletter will be placed in the Currie Center
and residence h8lls at the beginning of each month.
"After each month I go see how many newsletters were
taken and evaluate the progress," Ragsdale said
She said the newiiletter is a brief ()'Verview of happenings
in co-op and placement and 1rill not replace the interview
schedules that are posted on bulletin boards around campus.
-we felt studenta didn't know we were here and maybe this
will help people to get to know ll&," R8gsdal.e said.
:A:s:n:j Rueh.i.ng, senior from Paducah1 said the newsletter is
uaeful for seniors and underclassmen for co.op opportunities.
Mark Shamalian-Maasey, sophomore from Edwardsville,
m., saiit lithe newsletter baa provided him with information
on what iJJ available through co-op and placement. He said
everyone needs employment help, but most do not k.dow
where to get it. The newsletter will help solve this problem.
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Legal Assistants
from

Southeastern
Paralegal Institute.
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ABA ApptOvl"d
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2825 SCOTTSVILLE ROAD. BOWLING GREEN, KY 42.7.0.1 (502) 842-6099
AEO PREMIER
CREDIT CARD

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION
WIN A FREE WARDROBEI

Optm Dll AEO Premier
Credit Card and Gtt
10~ otfyour first purclrn~e.
There ere more then 17!!1
American E•fll• Outlltte,..
Store location• nationwide.
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CIP exchanges quadruple
eent.r ... . . . . . -.
BartDi1r.: uid that JDODey is
aa- tbe fil"'t OODCel1l once a
8tudeot leama that ·t be pro-

Bv jANICE M. FULPS

AssisTANT N1WS EorTolt

'nle definitive collep experience has traditionally mcludecl

a

gramaemt

IUIDIDer of backpack:ing

8Cr088 Euro~

In an iDcreasi.Dgly gJobal BOCiety, thia aperieDce is DOt only
an ideal one, but is highly
encouraged by tboee in the
marketplace.
How many students are actaally interested and 8ble to participate in the plethora of study
abroad programs offered?
Appanmtly quite a few becau8e
tbe numbers are iDcreuing.
Linda~ etudy abroad
coordiDatar for tbe Center b
International Programs at
Murray State 'UniNUiity, said
that CIP has eeen a dramatic
increaae in interest and
participation in ita many direct
eemeMer excbanpe.
During this academic year,
only 10 MSU student» participated in tbe CIP ezrhanp programs. For tbe upcoming .fall
eemeeter alone, Bartnik said
tbei"e are ~ 41 atudenta

Sbe said llhe t.hiDb .todenta
haw diecoNiecl that financial
aid can ....- them on tbeee
prosn.ma.
-n.y tbonpt mam and Ud
would haw to pay tor all of this
ana that aa1y the rich JD.a.
could go," lbe uid. -weD, DO.
Anybody can go.•
'Die KAJ!tvcky :m.titute for
IDtiematicmal Studiee, whiCh
dea1a almoet acluaiftly with
. , . , . . llf;ud,y ~ ia aperierrinc tbe .... 8alt of ncc:e.. with 8DlOIJmeat that CIP
ia.
Carol ~ I8CI'etary fOl" the
KIIS JII'OP'8Dl. auribat.ea tbe
a...-...~........--,;,;,;o,;;,_.;.......;~........;.........--~
iDcrMaed euroJlmaat to tbe sicwho will participate in the main faictmoa: fllaalty im'Olw- nific::ant .reiJndim al pricea thia
Japan, England, Germany, meat in J'IICl'Ui.tmaDt reenait- yurinmanyoftbeirprocrama.
Kenya and Costa Rica ment b.J ltudent. ......... oftbe
'!be 8tuAV" Aa.-d Pair waa
ezrhanpa.
JX'OP8ID8 and the great IAKVII aJ.o a ftiY eflecti.a pramotioD
Bartnik
attributed
the at tbe firA Study Abroad Pair tool h
the :KII8 prosram,
iDcreue in enrollment to three which wae belcl in tbe Currie l>o.J'le aid.

Congratulations to all returning and newly
- - - - - - elected SGA officers from
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congratulate our new
sweetheart

Love,
Your Sisters in Alpha Omlenm. PI

Keliliy Welblb
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Aprll7

11:46 p.m. - A nude paraon on a blc8 wu rllpDftld to have been
seen near Whll HilL
April I
3:20p.m. - Some jwenllaa were at..v.d lllllllng hood omamenla...,. Hart Hill. Thlttlen Y8hicleiW8f'8 damagld. including"'. . . vtnialized oft C311pUI. nne juvaniee . . ~ 1n .kMnle
Court
8:18p.m. - All

............

occupied..,., wa

.
stuck .. twl*d loor of

April iiO
3:23 a.m. - YtWam Ported waa ......e.d on ctwpe of driving...._
. . lnlluence. Portad- lodged in CaiDway Dialltct .....
.
2:18p.m. - The Robert E. Jol'l~~on ThNir8 CIDib.I'M shop . .
tlooded.
9:58 p.m. - A Sprir ~g~M Hal l"88iddlnt reported ~ gun lhoel
near Sl8waft $ta(lum. Nott-iug was found.
Aprtl11

5:43 p.m. - Milly Boyd r1lpOI18d tw ttwft of a pane ._. lit
W....... l.lnry.
~*"Pollee

Beat- gal/wed and ODIIflled by .......
asrb Ia~ ,... .aor, lrDm m f illl ..., FS)Ie to , . pU:JIIc Ill
fhe PIMc s.tefy Oflce.

FuP.

L....----------------'

THANK

You

ecru

for all your help
~with all-campus sing!~
We couldn't have done it without youl

'\l1..

12:49 p.m. - Brad Hawthorne nlpGftld,. llllola ...,•• ~
1(),epaed rnow1lain blc&.
1:55 p.m. - 'Ther8 was an am accident ,_. ......- Hal. No
injwies ._.. rapotted. A citation was illuMt to Slq'wl Shaft tor haYIng no i abllty inatnnc:e.

--The Brothers o f - -

Jennu.er Taylor

~

N1beeMwurrayStas

AprilS

4- ~.,.

Aprill8

7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Curris Center Theatre

~./"<1

Given by: Student Support Service and
Kentucky State Police

£

,'dn

with all your help and l1ard work wid)
All~ntptJs::sing!

U nivers1ty

enter

Board
presents

Everyone Welcome
'

S.A.V.E.
Students Against Violence Everywhere

''Violence in America-The
Solution for Tomorrow"
A Lecture by

i

lf you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freShman or sopbamre, you can still
catch up to yoor classmates by
attetding Army ROTC Camp Cballenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

Coach Gary Weart
By the time you have graduated from
cOllege, you11 have the credentials cl
an Army officer. You11 also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

IDIJIOIC
Dllllllllft . . . . . . . . -

Cllllll.

For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or caD

762-4123

Founder & Director of S.A.V.E.

Thursday, Aprilll
7 p.DI.
Curris Center Theater
For more information call the
Stadeat GoYerDmeat Auoclatloa at 782-8951

•
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John Stevem/ Staff
Left; pj Kappa Alpha fratemity gave a performance at the annual Sigma Alpha lotll
sponsored All-Campus Sing Wednesday in front of Lovett Auditrium that won them
both the best fraternity and overall awards. The fratemity brought rock..and-roll legend
Elvis back to life in their winning performance. Abo~ Alpha Delta Pi sorority gave
their rendition of the musical classic Annie. Pictured from left to right are: Marcie
Donlcif\ junior from West Franfort, IlL; Kim Dir:ks. senior from WatertooJ Iowa and
Krissi Straub, junior from Louisville. Below, a large crowd of students filled tbe Quad in
order to watch :the All-Campus Sing performances. This photo, taken from the top of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, illustrates just how large the audience was.

John Stewm/ Staff

Student artists present works
BY MAGGIE CARTER

smithing, weaving and sur-

STAFF WRITER

face design.
"The entire show is run by
students under advisement
of faculty advisers,• Duffy
said.
Duffy said OMAS collected
donafions from the community, parents a:od facD.lty for
awards and there are three
different types of awards.
She said there are merit
awards ranging from $25 to
$200, scholarships from different .fOundations and a purchase award where the art
pieee is sOld to Eagle Gallery.
"Students enter their
works fur ezperience, money
and gifts,• Duffy said.

To see the latest in painting, drawing, sculpture and
other aJt forms, the annual
Student Art Show will be
held Monday through May 13
:in the .Pr¥e Doyle Fine Arts
Building's Eagle Gallery.
Heather Duffy, senior from
LouiJville and president of
Organimti<m of. Murray Art
Students, said OMAS will be
host.ing the Student Art
Show, which will be composed of seven categories.
She said the categories are
painting, drawing, functional
desi~
sculpture, metal

J

Michelle Passmore, senior
.from Hillsdale, .Micli , said
she entexed 13 pieces of art
in the show. She aaid it was
time consuming preparing all
the works to be entered.
She said first a student
decides wbat pieces are
gallery ready or presentable,
then they must fill out a Joan
agreement with the Eagle
Gallezy for protection of the
piece. She said lastly, the
student must pay a fee of $2
for OMAS mexribera and $5
for non-members for each
piece entemd.
There will be an awards
reception on April 22 at 6:30
p.m.

Students tune up for recitals
Ra•ofnJ:R

required to give a senior
recital for partial fulfillment

The areas of study for
:Murray State University
music majors are almost as
varied as the number of different musical instrumenta
one can play. But all .music
majors Share a common
scholastic .requirement: the
student .recital.
The student recital requisite allows a stndent only 30
minutes to demonstrate to
family and faculty his musical expertise. The recital is
usually a formBl event.
Tina :Maderos, senior music
major and vocalist, is

ofher baccalaureate degree in
music education. She will
perform Getman, Italian and
English music.
"The :recital will give me the
experience of a performanoe:
Maderos said.
Last semester Mederos
chose the music that she
would perform. Since some of
the pieces are in foreign languages, she had to go to special weekly lessons which
belped her with the diction.
Maderos' .recital will start
at 8 p.m. on April 30 in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine .Arts Center.

BY jOSH WILKES

Her reception will be held
aft.er the recital at the Alpha
Sigma Alpha house.
Cindy Roop ia another
music major who has prepared for a student recital.
On Sunday, Hoop performed
pieces i10r the flute.
Boop chose mostly older
Fr-ench music for her sopbomore recital, but she also
included one contemporary:
piece.
Before her recital, Roop had
a preliminaey hearing in
front afher profeasora.
"'' was a little nervous
before the hearing: Roop
said, '"1 believe I've improved
since then;•
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Miss Black and Gold to

be crowned Saturday
Stafford,
freshman
from
Letesia
Madisonville,
Chambers, freshman from
Briana Jones,
Providence;
Alpha Phi Alpha will sponsor
freshman
from
Wheat Croft;
the 11th Annual Miss Black
Sabrina
Bouknigh,
freshman
and Gold Pageant at 7:30p.m.
from
Louisville;
Dorienne
Saturday in Lovett Auditorium.
Jackson,
freshman
from
Pageant chairman Eric Louisville and Lai Valentine,
Crump said nine Murray State freshman from Fulton.
University women will particiCrump said the contestants
pate in this year's pageant. The
will
compete in four categories
1994 contestants are: Tonja
during
the competition.
Shelton, junior from Paducah;
Nicole Stockton, sophomore
"That list will include a busifrom Louisville; Denise Carter, ness attire competition, a talfreshman from Paducah; Alicia ent competition, an evening
BY SCOTT NANNEY

STAFF WRITER

gown competition and an onstage interview," Crump said.
Crump said the winner of the
pageant will be awarded a $500
scholarship while the first
through fourth runners-up will
receive trophies. The theme for
this year's pageant will be
"Free Your Mind.•
"The purpose of thia pageant
is to uplift these girls who are
students on this campus and
show people their beauty and
their talents," Crump said.
Admission to the Miss Black
and Gold Pageant will be $3 in
advance and $5 at the door.

A<I>A fraternity competes in

step shows across nation
have also entertained the students of Murray State
University by performing at
Members of the Alpha Phi Rock-a-Thon, sponsored by
Alpha fraternity have been Alpha Gamma Delta, half time
stepping their way acroBB the performances at Murray State
country.
basketball games and at the
The fraternity was named the Currie Center during Alpha
1993 Midwest Region Step Week.
Show champions and went on
The members of the step
to place third in the national show group consist of all 13
competition in New Orleans at members ofthe fraternity.
the
Alpha
Phi
Alpha
Every year the Alpha Phi
International Convention.
Alpha Fraternity, Incorporated,
Not only have the Alpha Phi sponsors a nationwide pageant
Alphas competed in step shows known as the Miss Black and
all over the country, but they Gold pageant that goes all the
BY MICHELLE SnNNm

REPORTtR

Thank You AfP

for yet another
wonderful timel
Paul Bunyan Day was great!
Love,
the sisters In
Alpha Sigma Alpha

way up to the national level.
This summer, Catherine
Cushinberry, sophomore from
Memphis, Tenn., will represent
the state of Kentucky in the
national pageant held at the
International Convention in
Chicago.

-rbis is the first time that a
representative from Kentucky
has been from the Midwest
region and is going to the
National level," said Eric
Crump, junior from Cadiz and
vice-president of Alpha Phi
Alpha.

'

Cushinberry to compete in
national beauty pageant
BY jENNIFER STEWART
CoLLECE LIFE EDITOR

Few are neither beautiful
nor talented enough to compete in a beauty pageant on
the national-level However,
one Murray State University
student is.
Catherine
Cushinberry,
sophomore from Memphis, is
the first Murray State student to make it to the national Miss Black and Gold
pageant.
Cushinberry was last year's
winner of MSU's Alpha Phi
Alpha-sponsored Miss Black
and Gold pageant. Because
she won, she then qualified to
compete in the state pageant.
"It was held Feb. 26 in
Radcliffe: she said. "I competed against other students
from the University of
Louisville, University of
Brian Barner,IGuest
Kentucky, Kentucky State Catherine Cushinberry, sophomore from Memphis, Tenn.,
University and Western won the Miss Black and Gold pageant in 1993.
Kentucky University."
After winning this pageant, all my expenses paid to the scholarship and many other
prizes.
Cushinberry went on to com- national pageant,• she aaid.
pete at the regional level.
She said the national show
Cushinberry
said · the
This included women from
will
consist of a pre-pageant
national Miss Black and Gold
Missouri, Illinois, Indiana,
interview,
a business attire
pageant will be held in
Ohio and Michigan.
competition,
swimsuit compeChicago in August.
The regional pageant was
tition, talent portion in which
held April 9 in Lexington.
If she wins, Cushinberry Cushinberry will sing and an
"'won a $350 stipend and said she will be awarded a on-stage interview.

Take a break with us!
The Murray
State News

-

Karen's Hair Studio
Monday-Saturday
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Call for appointment
Walk-Ins Welcome

753-3688

Student Alumni Association's

Congratulations to the
1994-95 Student Am.bassadors:
Susan Blake
James Boren
Kara Betti Boyer
Leslie Brown
Allison Burgess
Damon Cecil
Chenee 6oleman
Beverl~ Cook
Kristi Cowan
Katrina Croley
Kim Dunlap
Kelli Eastland
Amy Fennel
Heather Furlong
Marie Guess
Brent Highfil
HeatHer Hollaaay
Mike Hopkins~~
Monica Johnson
Jennifer McCuan
Diana McGregor
Tad Mott
;

Christine Nichter
Katherine Oakley
Kyle Parrish
LaSenna Powell
Alicia Eryor
Christin Quint
Cyndi Reetmon
Tricia Rietier.bbn
Tracy Aicn(
~
Jerry RtJSt
Matt Sanders .
Laura Jane Small
Kim Smith
Whitney Steele
Krissi Straub )
Shannon Strot:Jd
Dave Washburn
Carl Watkins
Kim Wilbur
Mike Williams
Angie Wilson

, April 29
Noon to 5 p.m.
lntran~ural Field

>

AlterD.ates
Teena Burton
Amanda Haynes
Jill Highfil

..

Talisa Griffith
Meg Sommerkamp
Jennifer Taylor

Faye's
Taco Bell
University Bookstore

Papa John's
Curris Center
Graphic Communications

\
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Dorm occupancy
falls during year
BY )IMMIE BROOKS
REPORTER

From fall of 1993 to spring of
1994, a small percentage of the
donn occupancy from fall '93 to
spring '94 fell short of 2.4 percent. The men occupied 1,211
rooms out of 1,568, which
equaled 77.23 percent occupancy. The women occupied 1,294
out of 1,677 rooms, which
equalled 77.16 percent occupancy. These estimations leave
46 percent of the dorms empty
in the residence halls.
Occupancy by women is still
on the decline, and estimates of
the fall and spring semesters
showed occupancy by women
decreased by 9.31 percent.
Contributing to the decrease of
women were 29 students who
did not show up this spring who

Lunch-

were signed up for a room. This
increased the overall rate of .01
percent last semester to this
semester.
In the fall semester, occupancy by men showed an
increase of 6. 7 percent.
The fall semester for dorm
occupancy by men and women
combines to a total of 77.2 per·
cent. The men had 77.2 percent
occupancy and the women bad
77.16 percent. The combined
difference is .7 percent. The
spring semester showed 84.11
percent men and 67.85 percent
women. This is a difference of
16.26 percent, with a 9 percent
loss in women occupancy.
Combining the two semesters
gives an estimate of a 2.4 percent decrease of students in the
donne for the spring semester.

DORM OCCUPANCY
.

Comparison of the occupancy of men and women's dorms for fall
1993 and spring 1994:
• empty
[[]occupied
Fall '93 (women)

Fall '93 (men)

Spring '94 (men)

Spring '94 (women)

box to go
offers fast
meals

Because this
"It's a free country"
Stuff only
qoessofar.

BY ANGELA ScHADE
STAFF WRITER

Hungry? Don't have time
to get out in traffic and wait
at a drive-through window?
Then order a lunch box to go
from Winslow Cafeteria.
Dorothy Miller. manager of
Winslow, Fast Track and
Hart Deli, said that students
and staff can call her and tell
her their order and what
time they need it.
"This is a service to the
students and our campus
family," Miller said.
Miller said when they call,
her staff will tell them what
is available and the customer
can choose. We can customize meals for those who
are on a special diet, she
said.
Miller said the cost of the
meal will be based upon the
order.
Customers can uae declining balance to purchase
these meals, she said.
Miller said she came up
with the idea after reading
an article about different
companies who had this service.
Miller said that people can
request their meal to be sent
on the food carts that go
through Sparks Hall, the
Business Building and Wells

It's everywhere

Hall.

Source: MSU NEWS RESEARCH

NOLAN B. PATTON I Graphics Designer

you -want to be:

"It has been received well,"
Miller said. "It will remain as
long as it's demanded."
If you would like more
information or want to order
a meal, call Miller a 7622694.
C Vi. . U.S.A. Inc. 199"'

-ue
THE DICTIONARY DEFINES IT AS placing something In high
regard. At Fidelity Investments®, we're proud to offer our customers the
kind of service and technological Innovations you'd expect from
the largest privately held financial services organization
In the country. One secret to our success is the value we place on the
professionals who work for us. If you'd like to be a part of a world class
organization located right here in Kentucky, read on. We're seeking indhiduals looking for opportunities in these areas:

~~~~?~!_

Serving Murray
Dixieland Shopping Center

753-6666

JQBCQDE;

to ......,. proMpt
review, all enclotui'M
•st Include Job
code( I) for position(1)
of lntel'elt.

Capture Services
Representatives
JOB CODE: 020-2EB
This di\i'iion ~ill he rt'locatin)l lo our nNly-huUt c-.unpus in
.\orthem Kentucky. You 'U be astarting player rt!>lJOnsihle for
organizing our customers· mutual ~md~ and other invest·
mentaccouni.S. You'll proce:. applications, fee p:J)menL,,
and !Ro\ contribution.\. You'll need to work weU in a learn
en\ironmt'lll. he ded!cat(•d to ml'eling oper.llion:U and btL~i·
nt~~ deadlines, solve pn>hlems using sttle-of-lhe-art equip·
ml·nl, and communicalr effectively with our customers on
the phone. An interest 111 learning mon: about the filllltltid
se"iccs indusll) is l'Ssential, and compuu·r experience is
helpful.
Account Services
JOB CODE: 020-2EC
If you're interestt:d in -tOI{k). profitloharing. or retin:mt•nt
se"iet.>s training, lhb i\ lhr ideal le2l'lling emironment for
)'OU. You should he leun·orienled, comfo112hle and acrur.ue
Y.ilh computer processing. and able 10 work 11itb a 1':lliety of

Fillelily

-

n

sof!Ware pack:1ges. Dailr auditing of client information
me:1ns ~u· u han~ lo be !itrong on det.:lil You'Ualso prepare
monlhly and quarterly n'J)On.'.
Client Services
Operations Specialists
JOB CODE: Ol0-2ED
fh is position invohes the depo~il , transfer, or
withdr.t'\\:al offunds from corporate <+OIIk) plans. Ynu'll
work in a team t•mironmml and have total rt':ijl<lnsihility for
lransacllon pron~ssing, including requests, r~concillng
changes. and idenlif}ing and coll'l.'Cting problems. Computer
softwan: experimce and kno\\'ledge of accounting ~:'Siems is
a mu:-.1. Thb po:.ition only, ~ill be tcmpor.uil} locatt-d in Blue
.\~. 011, with n·loc:arion 10 CO\ington. t."l .
Fidelity offera exceptional benefits to
exceptional people. In fact, we provide one of the
most comprehensive packages In the financial
services Industry, Including health/dental lnaur·
ance, tuition reimbursement, company-paid profit
sharing, programs for working families, and a
generous 401(k) plan.

Investments•

Mon. thru Thurs
11 a.m. till 12:30 a.m.

Sunday
12 p.m. tillll :30 p.m.

Friday aJ;J.d Saturday
11 a.m. till' 1:30 a.m.

:································:·································:······························'

~

FREE

:

Order ofBreadsticks

~

~~~~e

1
. $ 8 ?~
:

.i

l Paoa's Choice; OneSmallpizza.l
One Large : Double Pepperom ~
: Five ¥J'p~ings ~
Double Clieese ~
:

. Additional ~iqs. 95¢ each

$

9?1 I $ 4 ?2 I.

Additional tpppiDp 9S¢ each

!

AdditioDal ~i.ap 9S¢ each

:

~~ot~~~cc:::.. ~~~~~c:= .i~~~~~=~~ .~

~ ··········································· · ·····················································~

Call

Papa John's. :Pizza

- - - -._ any ttme

and ask for the Racer Special

L<;;e
One Topping

$599
+ tax
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Area Greeks to compete
in step show Saturday

LET'S DANCE

R.

Kentucky University.
chants to go along with them.
Fraternity competition will
He said the idea for the step
include
performances
by
Alpha
show
came from his discussions
Many rhythmic motions will
Phi
Alpha
and
Kappa
Alpha
with
different chapter presibe created on Saturday. The
Psi.
dents
on campus.
Murray State University PanJudges
will
be
Deborah
Reese
Hellenic Council and the
"The step show is a good
University Center Board will from Memphis as well as opportunity for Greeks at
sponsor the rust step show James McFarland and Don Murray State to come together
between greek organizations Offutt from Lexington. Master on a group project," Young said.
of ceremonies will be Reggie
from different campuses.
"It promotes unity among
Contestants will compete for Rouse from Hopkinsville.
Greeks and gives them an
Mike Young, assistant vice- opportunity to network with
a first prize of $600 and a second prize of $200. The cate- president of student affairs, the different schools that will
gories will include originality, said the step show originated in participate in the step show."
crowd appeal, voice projection Africa.
Young encourages students
and clarity, precision and
"It's a historical event that
to
come out and see the step
appearance.
different African tribes used to
Alpha Kappa Alpha members celebrate their culture," Young show.
"It is a thing that is new to
from Murray State, Southeast said.
You.ng said it is a dance that Murray State and an opportuMissouri State University and
Western Kentucky University uses very little sound or music nity for people who have never
will compete in the event.
while dancers clap and move in seen a step show," Young said.
The division also includes rhythmic motions. Through the
The step show will begin at '
members of Delta Sigma Theta years, black Greeks have modi- 2:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
sorority
from
Western fied the rhythms and made Admission is $5.
BY PAMELA

DIXON

STAFF WRITEit

Beverly Cook/ Guest

Trippin Lizard; a local band, performed for Murray State University students at the Elizabeth
Hall amphitheatre April 7 u part of Greek Week festivities.

.

Theater students give stellar performance of 'Arsenic'
BY

The costumes are reasonably Calif., play the Brewster sisters
authentic, the stage is well lit with reckless abandon and
and the set design is superb. It obvious glee.
is such a mix of authenticity
They interact with each
and eccentricity that it is easy other, and with the other actors
to imagine it as home to a fam- on stage, with such fluid ease
ily like the Brewsters. The that you quickly 1oee sight of
unrecognizable' and pathetic the actors playing the roles and
white creature on a shelf above see only Aunt Abby and Aunt
the sideboard adds just the Martha.
right touch of wackiness to
Ricketts, especially, has that
make the set suit this play.
sense of comic timing that
Three performances stand turns humor into hilarity. Her
out and deserve special recogni- portrayal of Abby is wonderfuL
tion.
Possibly the two hardest
Stacey Ricketts, senior from roles to play in .Arsenic and Old
Hayti, Mo. and Beverly Ann Lace are Jonathan Brewster
Carter, senior from Sunnyvale, and Dr. Einstein. Traditionally,

favorite among amateur companies is that it takes an enormously incompetent production
to relieve it of the humor intrinsic in Kesselring's script. There
is just something delightfully
ludicrous about Martha and
Abby Brewster and their cellar
full of •gentleman callers,• who
are resting so peacefully after
sipping some of the sisters'
homemade wine. Even done
poorly, this play is funny.
The current MSU production
by director James Schempp,
associate professor of speech
communication and theater, is
much more than just funny.

E.L. GOLD

VIEWPOINT EDITOR

I have probably seen more
amateur productions of Joseph
Kesselring's Arsenic and Old
Lace than any other play. That
could be because there are
more amateur productions of
this venerable favorite than
any other play.
Why it took so long to bring it
to the Murray State University
stage is a mystery not likely to
be solved soon.
One reason Arsenic and Old
Lace is such a perennial

•

these roles are played as parodies of Boris Karloff and Lon
Chaney in their more famous
horror-movie personae.
Jai Davis, graduate student
from Norris City, Ill., gives the
show's best performance as Dr.
Einstein. He has Chaney's
movements, mannerisms, voice
and accent down pat. Hia pratfalls are great; his timing,
superb.
Granted, not every performance is quite such stellar
quality. More than one of the
other players remind you that
this is indeed amateur theater.
The opening night crowd,

which filled about two-thirds of
the Robert E . Johnson
Theatre's 300 seats, certninly
got its money's worth.
This play is good entertainment and a great cheap date.
(MWTay State students get in
free with their Racer IDs.) If
you've never seen Arsenic and
Old Lace, .don't miss this opportunity.
And even if you've seen it
many times, this production
makes it well worth seeing
again.
Performances are scbeduled
for ·s p.m. tonight and Saturday
in the Johnson Theatre.
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''Hear. Ye,
Hear Ye''
Teacher Career Day
Thursday, April 21
10 a.m. to Noon
1 p.m. to 3:30p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom

Excellent Placement
Opportunities !

Spon.10red by: Placement Service
i6'2-3':'35 01" i62-3801

-

FOR SHOWING. COMMITMENT,
COMPASSION AND WILLINGNESS
TO HELP THEIR FELLOW
STUDENTS

- ~~\ " ALIAS:

~~,

~I

'-l!i!&iiiiiiiill.~
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~

· ~

;
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PEER HEALTH EDUCATORS

DESCRIPTION: Creative atudenta of all agea,
gender and race who are lnt.reated In providing
aoolal and h-lth-relatecl Information to campus
groupaf committed to w-kly training aeaaiona.
H you or aomeone you know flta ttie above
deacrlptlon, you may tum yourself In to Louise
Ancleraon at H-lth Servlcea•••782-3809. Be sure
to do thla by April 22, 1994, otherwise, we will
have to form a poa-r

REWAR:C

\

-
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ClasseS are more
than a physical
education

13
Edgar: once
a Hog and

BRAVE SWING

almost a
Frog

BY MIKE 0HSTROM

In
My

REPORTER

For some, they are a way to
improve one's health and abilities. For others, they are a
means to relieve stress and
relax from the daily routine of
academic classes. But whatever the reason, many Murray
State University students are
taking physical education
courses and enjoying them.
From sports such as tennis,
bowling, volleyball, golf and
racquetball to activities like
fencing, karate, social dance
and scuba diving, students can
find a wide variety of courses to
take either as electives or as
requirements depending on
their major.
____
However, Judy Brookhiser,
chair of the department of
health, physical education, and
recreation, said students do not
take these classes to get an
~asy'A'.

"One would have to take a
barrage of these courses to
affect their G.P .A. We focus on
lifetime activity to promote
wellness
and
fitness,"
BrOokhiser said. "If you want to
develop your skills, you have
an excellent opportunity to do
so."
Students agree.
•1 thought my bowling class
was a lot of fun," said fresbm~
Curt Sanders, of Ha¥ti, Mo. "I
not only improved my g8Ille,
but I also learned a lot about
the history of bowling."
Gretchen Goebel, freshman
from Evansville, Ind., is enjoying her beginning tennia class.
•It's fun and exciting, and I
learn a lot about tennis. But it
is a lot more work than I
thought it would be," Goebel
said.
Students are not the only
peopl~ who take advantage of
these classes. Instructors

Cowboys'
Smith to
•
stgn
on

Saturday
STAFf REPoRT

He may not be Emmitt,
but be is still an All-Pro.
Kevin Smith, starting
defensive back for the
two-time
World
Champion
Dallas
Cowboys, will be at
Murray State University
Saturday to sign autographs.
Smith, a native of
Orange, Texas, played
collegi&tely at Texas A &
M University. While at A
& M, he was a two-time
All-American and hiJ 20
career interceptions are
a Southwest Conference
record. He was rated by
football experts as the
best defensive back in
college in 1991.
Smith was a tintround piclt by the Dallae
Cowboys in t.he 1992
NFL draft and earned a
spot on the All-rookie
team. •

He made 1ignificant
contribu'lions in the 1993
Super Bowl in which he
forced a fumble and had
,three pass deflections.
· This year he was an,
1 alternate
for,' the Pro
,Bowl in only his second
aeaaon.
Smith will be in the
Currie Center Stables
&om ' to 6 p.m. The session is free and open to
the Public.

"We focus on lifetime
activity to promote wellness and fitness."

Judy Brookhiser

Scott

Department Chair

appreciate the opportunity to
introduce a new sport or teach
the fundamentals of m existing sport to their students.
Brenda Bowlin, the women's
volleyball coach, enjoys the
chance to teach volleyball to
people who are just learning
the sport.
'"Volleyball is a growing sport
that a lot of people find interesting and want to learn more
about,"
Bowlin
said.
"Everybody can play volleyball
at some level because it's an
easy sport to pick up basic fundamentals."
ROss Meloan, the director of
the Office of Cooperative
Education and Placement, said
he loves to teach his scuba diving class because it is more of
an adventure than a spoft and
because scuba diving is both
serious and fun.
"Scuba diving has a sense of
adventure while volleyball and
basketball have parameters,"
said Meloan, who occasionally
takes his students to the Cadiz
Cerulean Quarry because of
the beautifully clear pools.
"The adventure aspect is
absolutely incredible, but it baa
to be treated seriously because
it is a very life-threatening
sport."
Whatever the reason, students can find Murray State's
physical education courses to
be fun, relaxing and great
learning experiences.

'

Barry Johnsorv'Guest
Martin Jansson, junior from Varberg, Sweden, grips and rips a forehand during a recent men's
tennis match against Middle Tennessee State University. The Racers lost to MTSU 4-3, but are
I 0-6 overall this year. Jansson, the team's No. I singles player, Is I 1-5.

'Breds ring Memphis' bell
STAFF REPORT

Several hot bats for the baseball team cooled off the
University of Memphis Tigers
on Tuesday, 12-8.
Matt Culp's two home runs
highlighted an offensive attack
that exploded for five runs in
the second inning and four
runs in the seventh.
Designated hitter Chris
Moddelmog drove in four runs
with two hits and second baseman Kurt Muskopf raised hie
batting average to .321 with

On Wednesday MSU dropped
three hits. Greg Barrett
a 10-9 decision t o the
chipped in with two hits.
Adam Wilson pitched four University of Southern Indiana
innings to earn hie fifth victory in 10 innings.
The 'Breda were leading 6-2
without a defeat. He gave up
four runs on seven hits , while entering the bottom of the sevcollecting two strikeouts and enth, but two USI home runs
giving out two free passes.
gave the Eagles ~ 8-6 lead.
MSU t ied the game :;~ the
Matt Seely pitched the final3
213 innings for his school- eighth, as first baseman Culp
record sixth save. He allowed walked and Keith Gallagher
singled. Muskopf sacrificed the
two runs and four hits.
Memphis, which had won 16- runners to second and third
straight games, is ranked No. before Donny Kelly drove in
24 in the country by Baseball Culp with a fielder's choice.
Gallagher eventually scored on
America.

two wild pitches to knot the
score at 8-8.
Murray State looked to be in
good shape when it went up 9·
8 in the ninth inning. Mark
Walker was hit by a pitch and
Chris Godwin doubled before
Moddelmog knocked home
Walker with an RBI single.
But USI tied the game in the
ninth and won thanks to a sacrifice fly in the lOth inning.
MSU drops to 14-15 with the
loss. The team plays host to
Middle Tennessee State on
Saturday and Sunday.

Scrimmage provides peek at Racers
STAFF REPORT

Murray State students will
soon be hitting the books for
finals, but this weekend, nearly 90 MSU students will be
hitting each other.
The Racers' annual bluegold football intrasquad game
is Saturday and head coach
Houston Nutt is excited.
"We're so much better from
top to bottom than we were
last year," Nutt said. "lt>s not
even close."
The NCAA allows teams to
practice in full gear only 15
times during the spring.
"We will practice three more
times in pads after Saturday's
game," Nutt said.
College-coaching legend
Frank Boyles, now the athletic
director at the University of
Arkansas, and Fulton County
head coach David Gallagher
will be the speakers at a
coaches clinic that begins at
Stewart Stadium on Friday.
I

: ;;:;

Arkansas
basketball
head coach
Nolan
Richardson
has always
loomed
large on

Jud Cook/ Photo Editor

Eighty-seven football players are going through spring drills under the direction of head coact'
Houston Nutt. The annual blue-gold game is Saturday at 7 p.m.

~-

Edgar's
resume, but
now that
Richardson
has won a
PERBOOM
national
Spol1s
champi£ditot
t------...J onship,
Richardson's coaching
reputation is somewhere ,
just south of John
Wooden's.
I am not trying to
detract from what coach
Edgar has achieved on
his own merit. Racer basketball teams have won
50 games under his direction faster than any other
coach in MSU history.
What I am trying to
establish is the import of
hie 11-year coaching relationship with Richardson
at Arkansas and Tulsa.
We learn in our classes
that career opportunities
are built on networlcing.
The coaching profession
is no different.
Is it any wonder that a
school like Texas
Christian University
expressed interest in
Edgar last week?
It shouldn't bel
People act surprised
that Edgar woula dare
think of leaving. They
moan he is only playing
his trump card in salary
negotiation.
' Others complain his
second publicized offer in
three years breeds instability in recruiting
efforts.
• The first gripe doesn't
hold water even in this
land between the lakes.
Men like Edgar, and college coaches in general,
don't coach for money.
They coach to win championships - at whatever
level they are on.
The second gripe does
hold some truth, but any
successful program must
"s•!ffer" these pains.
Athletes who want to
play for successful coaches, and those who already
do, are always going to
suffer the anxiety of their
coach's possible departure. The alternative is to
play for an unsuccessful
coach.
Everyone needs to
remember that coaches
with the ambition of
Edgar are not prepared
to work a lifetime in the
OVC. This is no knock
against the conference or Murray.
Let's face it, MSU competes in a mid-level conference that has a different mission from the
likes of the Big lOs and
Southeastern
Conferences of the world.
Regardless of why people are upset about
Edgar's courtship, they
should not be surprised.
The next time a wealthier
and more esteemed
school comes calling, you
have been forewarned,
and should not act like a
deer gazing into headlights.
And there will be a
next time.
But don't be upsetjuat think of the alternative.

.:

.
I

,•
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Gan1e roon1 offers leisure choiCes
ular attractions, but pool has Pineville who has been a stualways been a consistent dent worker at the facility for
favorite in the game room," he two years, said the game room
provides a place for people to
Since its inception in 1981, said.
relax.
many MWTay State students
In addition to providing
"'t gives everybody a break
have enjoyed the facilities in entertainment for students, the
the Curris Centers game room. game room is also used by the from their classes and allows
The game room, which is also University for bowling classes them to have a little run:
open to the public, provides and various community organi- Whitaker said.
Whitakers duties as a stubowling lanes, pool and ping zations.
dent
worker in the game room
pong tables and video game
"Church groups and other
include
fixing the bowling lanes
machines.
groups in the community occawhen they are damaged, issuCurris Center director Jim sionally reserve the game room
ing equipment and cleaning.
Baurer said some things have on weekends for bowling or pool
"The job gives me a chance to
changed since the building was tournaments," Bau.rer said.
catch up on homework and
opened.
Along with these groups, chil- meet many people,• he said.
"'When the game room was dren from the community are
Marlyn Snider, sophomore
firSt opened, there wasn't also allowed to use the game from MWTay, said she goes to
enough money left for the bowl- room, but they are restricted to the game room about once a
ing lanes, but the area was certain times.
month.
blocked off and boarded up
"I like to come with a friend
"We have recently put in a
until the lanes could be built,• policy for high school kids and and bring my kids along,"
Baurer said.
younger children,.. Baurer said. Snider said. -It's a good, safe
Baurer said the only thing "These age groups are allowed place for kids to come and hang
that usually changes is the pop- in the game room most any out."
.
ularity of a particular game or time, but if they do not have an
The game room is open from
activity.
MSU ID or are not accompa- 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Mondays
"'When the game room was nied by an adult after 6p.m., through Fridays and noon to 10
built, pinball machines and then we will ask them to leave... p.m. on Saturdays and
video games were the most popJohn Whitaker, senior from Sundays.
BY SCOTT NANNEY

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Becky Voungwerth/Staff
Clayton Green, sophomore from Mayfield, takes a cue from the thousands of people who have u~d
the Currls Center game room in the past, and enjoys a game of pool.

The sisters of

.

on being named
Greek Woman & Man of the Year!

Miss McCracken County
Fair Beauty Pageant
1Oth Anniversary

Love, the sisters of Al:A

DATE:
June 19

Shannon Barnhill & Mark Miller

are proud of sister

Kelli Eastwood
Greek Week!
··:shBriiion ·Houpt·

AGES:
16-26

Judith Webb,

Director
126 Park Rd.
Paducah, KY
42003

I NAME
I
I ADDRESS
I
I TELEPHONE
AGE_I
L.:
- .. - - Information
- - - - Wtll
- - Be- Mailed
- - -To -You
:.1
•Additional

o~·pu

· : -~~: t~: ~h~~ ~~Y;t~~~ ~~r. Y~:~e.lpl:

. . . l,;ove, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

· The:Sister$ pf Alpha ·o.tctC).Jl Pl : ·

LLL is pro,u.d to announce
·:-1-

(i)\U r

newly ere~ted offiters!
fu·

President. ................. ··!·~·······~···t~···········•w·.······ ......... Snooky Davis

rmli1~~·,·· · ::·,··¥.:~r::\\ :: ·-:r~,~ .·~

1

Vice President......,.....:••••.•. "'··~-···~~;.••••••. C~41:·~-

~

. . . . . . . . . . . •••••••••••

Marci Lech

Treasurer.... .,~(~ ........"'.~·.:;........ ··•~··· :!•••••••_:. .• ~-··. ~··-··· ••~••~-••.Julie Stoner

4\l:'k·>~ '·~ ·d~~:d:r ·& 4~~lt.

Send Entry
to:

,....--------------,

. : : : : : on 'a successful . : : : : : . : : '
. . . . . all-C(i'LA.u ..s..s·tngr·.......
. . . . . .. ..
• • . . . . • •

·"'i\\:· n ~'L •• ~i.wm;:~, H,·<V '~

..;:#......-.~~".:.:.........L ..•....•..•.•Shannon Miller

Education Oirector• .,....

USA

'J

.. ::::: :::::: :aoo: ::::::::::
: ::Jeiiiiifer:L&ii~otd : :
.. ...

Miss Kentucky

PLACE:
Carson Park;
Paducah. KY

. . . : . : · Co~tulatlona: ta : · · · · :

.. ..

to

TIME:
4 p.m.

on doing a terrific job during

·

OFFICIAL
PRELIMINARY

~ ifiWC"mvt·~JS;j;::,t4>ti;;~~ ~-"~··

·
' . ,...........'..........•...• ;.............................
..
· Hargrove
Rush Dlrector~•·•••·
Kim

A.LliJ would like to congratulate
their newly elected
Student Ambassadors:
Kristi Cowan
Amy Fennel
Tracey Richey
Krissi Straub
Susan Blake
Whitney Steele
Beverly Cook

would like to congratulate
our new initiates
Heather Thomas
Krista Gronefeld
Stefanle Greenwood
Lori Rowlett
Angle Story
Mary Aydt
Lisa Corum
Jennifer Wiles
Leigh Ann Smeathers
Kerri Seabaugh
Jennifer Potter
Leigh Ann Faith
Fran Sollman
Amy Wheat
Dana Wllund
Michelle Brooks
Bridget Vincent
Deedie Stokes .
Heather Hawkins
Nicole Alexander
Danielle Welker
Stacy Moss
Kim Sutton
Kim Wilbur
Jennifer DeMarsh
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Rueter makes bid
for record start

UGHHHH!

Staff Report

.

Former Murray State University standout
Kirk Rueter failed in his recent bid to become
the first MaJor League pitcher since Fernando
Valenzuela in 1981 to win his first 10 career
decisions.
Reuter, 8-0 last season for the Montreal Expos
in 14 starts, gave up four runs on seven hits in
Reuter
2 2/3 inniD.gs on Monday against the Cincinnati
Reds.
Despite his rocky performance, Reuter was not involved in tha
decision as the Expos fought back before losing in 11 in.nings.

Championships complete
The 1994 intramural volleybaJl eeaaon eame ~ · a c1oae
and three tea:iD8 were Crowned champio:aa on Wecmelday

nif::~ women's cbampiOnabip ~ SiPiaAl~eclpl

Al~ Delta Pi 12..15, 15-7 ad 11-7~

~- ¥,,

••w

t

(

.

The .men's above ,500 division.
.Al~ ~'Rho '
defeat.Alpha Tau ()mega 16·9 ·and;1&4,4. 1,; · , ;\"'l~ •, _;t ·
~Pi stopped the Sial:~ 104 8:nd lG-:18Jn.tie
below .500 division ofthe men'• CbaoipioUhip;
,. •

.

<

.... '~

'
~~ ~

The follOwing awards were handed out during the men's

basketball banquet on Saturday: '

Slatlstlcal Awardl

·

•,

,.,

~

Marcus Brown
Antwan Hoard

Howard Crittenden Free Throw Award;
Dick CUnningham Rebound Award:
~<

Garrett Besheal' Defensive A•rd: . ""
Bennie Purcell Assists Award:
'$::

'

·,.o;

.,.,~. ~- ~nc:e, BuSiell

. CeddcGumm

y :%\ :,

} .·

"'

>;.,

,$QilCiil.RtcQSJOJIIgQ Aw1rd1 • .·¥ ? ~f'~i~~.'''fJ!:~:.t:. K. . ,: .r'::: • . :
Senior Awards: Lawrence:Susaetl, Cednc'GymiiltAfi1Wao··fioan1. ·
Mich,ael James•.Marcus Jon,s;-. ~rttQioe;f~~y,;:~~gf. M{!,i~ t : .:;:;~;·
6

.

:ron1 ~"" Moet courag.ou• Awatdtt~ :~:; ·:···.;Marcu$ 'Jone$ :··:
.~~~Alexander SchoJir·Athlate Aw-.~!:;1if; '~:;'•:j:4~~pj' -r;;ag.,.a\

Barry

Johnson/Gu~

·JoC! Fulki Most Valuable PlayerA~rd~. :.. ':·tw~~ B~ ··.,,
Jeff Marti., Basketball Award:
• , ,.,. *."Cedric Gumm ·
--~~

~

~--~~

•!

Renea Cates, freshman from Central City, arimaces as she hits a backhand during a recent
match against Middle Tennessee State Univel$lty. The Lady Racers improved-to 16-7 wlth a
6-3 win at Austin Peay on Wednesday. Cates won at the No.3 slnles position.

•

.

BRAD McCLAIN/ Graphics ~lgner

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Women's fult set golf clubs,
bag, headcovers-$200. $7599424 or 762·3580.

ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-Earn up to
$8,000+ In two months. Room
and board! TransportationI Male
or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)545-4155ext.
A5538

*****WANTED*****
Responsible Junior/Senior, female orprofessor to share home
block from campos during Fall
'94/Spring '95. Now InterviewIng. For Info call 759·9570.

J·PEST-Hera's your name In
pnnt, Bermuda Babe

Beta Omega&-We are looking
forwaro to Inspiration weeki
Love, Your alstera In DJ:
Alpha Slgs thank their Frog
Hopcoachea fora )umpln' good
time at coaches partyI See ya
tomon'Owl
Go Alpha Gam volleyball

teamsI
Happy Birthday Sandy Schutz.
We love ya. Dawn Marie and
Woo Woo

Keepsmlln' AlphaSigpledgesl
Pledgeshlp Is almost over, and
youallaredolngarazzledazzle
good jobI MIZP.M, Yourslsters
Hanglntherasenlora,only863
"My Sharonaa• 'till graduation.

I saw, I conquered, I came.
Sling

EPSON Equity le (Mint condl·
llon):20MBw/3.5lntemaland
5.25 external floppy ports;w/
14: color monitor and enhanced keyboard. DOS;
Works for DOS lnstalled-$400. can Donna, Ext.
2446.
Job Hunting? 3 SUits (Uned,
Size 8 for the new professional): Brown, wool; blue
wool; and mauve, springweight-each wom twice,
EXCELLENT condltlon-$351
ea (Originally $200+); 2 ofder
suits, $1o-GOOD condition.

call Donna, Ext. 2446.

NOTICE
SUMMER OPPORTUNITlES
FOR COLLEGE SOPHQMORESApply now. Six weeks
leadership training lntem.
Scholarship opportunities
available. Call 762-4123.
ARMY ROTC.

Summer ResortJob..-Eamto
$12/hr. +tips. Locations Include:
Hawaii, Florida, Rocky' Mountains, Alaska. New England, etc.
For details call : 1·800·
80705940 ext. R5538.
STAAT YOUR OWN CAREER
In a fast-growing business.
Salesexpeftenoe or training not
necessary. For appointment,
cal1753-1826

AA CRUISE &' TRAVEL EM·
PLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREEl (CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII, ASIAI)
HURRYI BUSY SPRING/
SUMMER SEASONS AP·
PROACHING. GUARANTEED
SUCCESS! CALL (919) 929·
4398

M~iNEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadllne ......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

RATES

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,
The Muffay State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Racers of
the Week
Junior Matt Culp of
the Thoroughbred
baseball team has
been chosen as a
Racer of the week.
Culp, from Overland
Park, Kan., has connected for four home
runs in the last three
games. He led the
'Breds with a pair of
home runs in a 12-8
victory over the
nationally ranked
University of Memphis
on Tuesday.
Culp is tops among
Thoroughbred hitters
with a .376 batting
average. He also
leads the team with
seven home runs and
30 runs batted in.
Lady Racer tennis
player Amy.Hall·is
also a Racer of the
Week.
The senior from
Henderson is undefeated in Murray
State's last three
matches.
Not only has she
won all of her contests
at the No. 5 singles
position, she and
teammate DeAnna
Caroll have not lost at
the No. 3 doubles
position during the
same span.
Hall is a big reason
why the Racers are
16-7 during the spring
season.

L----------...J

INDEX
PERSOfW.S
ROOMMATES

BUSINESS
8ERV1CES
FOR RENT
FOR SAlE

HELPWAHTED
LOST&FOUNO

RIDES

MISC.
NOTICE

Graduating
Seniors ...

...___--~~

1\

.A

Consider Graduate School
at
Murray State University
Give yourself an opportunity for:
t/ Higher starting salaries
t/ Faster promotions
See your Department Chairman for details

For more information contact:
Dr. William Payne, Coordinator
324 Wells Hall
762-6464

Congratulations to

Congratulations to

JI~lllly \WI~~~

Leslie Brown and Kim Smith

on being selected
Sigm.a Chi Sweetheart!

on being selected
Student Ambassadors!
Love, your sisters in
Alpha Omicron Pi

~

Spring Fever!

.for
10 words!
Must mention
ad and must be
turned in by
Wednesday at
noon!

Wlth MSU ID: 15e per word Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
Wrth MSU ID: 1oe per word Wi1hout MSU 10: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

15-

I

CLASSIFIEDS
Alpha Sig.. .Volle;&II ...First
Place. Some things were just
meant to bel We're aoproud of
you alii Love, Your sisters

15, 1994

We are very proud of you!
I(Q'!ir"J0!\.1""

Love, your sisters in
Jt{plia Omicron Pi
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RESULTS
Continued from Page 1

utive race to get people out,"
Morgan said. 'Those are the
ones people come to the polls
for."
Danny Everett, chairman of
SGA's Election Ways and
Means Committee, said voter
drawing power is not limited to
presidential and vice presidential races.
"If there had been two or
three people running for treasurer or secretary, then there
would have been a better
turnout," Everett predicted.
He also noted that seats were
uncontested in three of the six
academic colleges.
"Still, I was kind of disappointed that some (students)
didn't take the time or the consideration for those of us working the elections to vote,"
Everett said.

Although turnout results
may not indicate it, this year's
extended voting hours did benefit some students.
Morgan said 133 students
voted from 2 to 7 p.m. Tuesday,
the time set for those whose
schedules might have conflicted with Wednesday's usual
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. poll
times.
"We were very pleased with
the extended time plan,"
Morgan said, "and it's something that we're going to continue...
Morgan said the new computerized balloting also seemed
successful.
However, problems arose
when seven ballots were dis·
qualified because students
voted for an inappropriate
number of candidates, such as
seven senator-at-large candidates instead of six.
Everett said Elections Ways
and Means Committee mem-

hers disqualified the entire
mismarked ballots, because
they "had no way of ruling on
which. votes to eliminate.•
With these disqualifications,
Everett said some losing candidates may request that SGA
conduct recounts.
For example, only three votes
kept Carl Watkins from winning a position for senator atlarge.
As of press time, no protests·
had been filed with the SGA
office. Candidates had 24 hours
from poll closing time to file
such a claim.
While she admits the voting
process is not flawless, Martha
Hawkins, sophomore from
Paris, said she is proud she
opted to vote.
"'just want to be a part of the
cam pus
decision-making
process,• Hawkins said. "' want
to have a say in who our leaders are."

AUBURN
Continued from Page 1

Prior to that he had been senior
vioe president and provost at
Akron since 1991. He has also
served as director of the
University
of
Akron
Foundation since 1991.

SING
Continued from Page 1
of the competition.
She then recalled the judges'
sheets which had been distributed to the respective organizations. The recheck confirmed
the error.
"'We want to stress that any
mistake was made strictly with
arithmetic," Byrd said. "'twas
not an intentional effort to
slight any particular organization."

Byrd said sponsoring group

Other administrative experi- master's degrees in English
ence he has attained in higher from the University of Chicago
education includes vice chan- and a B.A. in English and a
cellor for academic affairs at B.S. in math at Akron.
Indiana
University-Purdue
Auburn bas taught English
University at Fort Wayne from at Akron, Indiana University,
1988 to 1991 and vice president Arkansas, Arkansas State
for planning for the University University,
Ohio
State
of Arkansas from 1985 to 1988. University and the University
He earned his doctorate and of Chicago.
Sigma Alpha Iota tries to
release competition results as
soon as possible.
"It's certainly possible that a
mistake may have been made
in haste," she said.
Each judge recorded parts of
each organization's score on
two sheets of paper. Byrd said
one of ADPi's sheets was missing when originally tabulated.
"But we don't want the discrepancy to overshadow the
good, hard work that went into
the competition," she said.
After the recheck, Alpha
Gamma Delta was awarded

second place for performing
selections from A Chorus Line.
Sigma Sigma Sigma placed
third with presentations of
Supremes' bits.
In other categories, Pi Kappa
Alpha's salute to Elvis earned
the group top honors in the fraternity division, as well as in
the
overall
competition.
Lambda Chi Alpha was awarded second place for its variety of
songs. Sigma Chi took third
place.
United Methodist Christian
Fellowship placed first among
independents.

Congratulations to our SGA
Senators:

We know you all will do a
wonderful job!
A"LA

love and ours, Your sisters

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO. \
Tllcrc's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You •••
and Your Ford or Uncoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own •••
• $400 Cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive
says a lot about who you are. So why
not say you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going?
In other words, why not say it with a
sporty new Ford or Mercury?

PLANT
SAI~E·
Friday, Aprill5
3 p.m.- 6 p.m.

Saturday, April 16
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
University Greenhouse
College Farm Rd.

Sponsored by

MSU
Horticulture Club

Now's the perfect time to make a
personal statement-because the 1994
Ford & Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program** gives you your choice
of $400 cash back or a special
finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified
applicants pre-approved credit up to
$18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is
lower, which could mean no down pay·
ment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days
in most states (excluding Michigan,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask
about the College Graduate Purchase
Program. (It's a terrific way to .show the
world just how smart you really are!)

'Spec10! Fonance role olternol•..e and ford Crodit programs not ovooloble on leases.
..To Qe oligoble, you muu graduate Wllh a bachelor\ pr gruduote dCJgrec, or bo enrolled in groduote s'hool. betwoon 1/ 1194
and 9/30/94. Thti progrom 1$ on tJdd•IIOn 10 all other national cu>lomer incentoves, except lor other ford pnvotc often.
oncludong the Young Buyer Progrom. You ~>UII purchow or lf!Osc your new veh•do between l/1/94 and 9/30/95
SQme customer and vetucle restrtCi oOns apply, to see your dealer lor detools
•

)

